Sage Rhetoric and Majority World Readings of Miracle Narratives in Matthew

As I have learned, no commentator can treat every valuable subject in detail. Some have felt that my commentary’s emphasis on Matthew’s ancient context, where I felt I could offer the greatest service of new material for other scholars,1 left me inadequate space to highlight more important literary and theological issues. In response, I endeavored to be more thorough in my more recently written commentary on Acts, with the consequence that the original publisher, on finally receiving the manuscript, felt unable to publish its 7000 pages. Fortunately another publisher accepted it, but with the gentle warning: “Do not ever do that again.” Thoroughly chastened, I am back to trying to limit my approach, without intending any disrespect for other valuable and important approaches.

I am grateful for the invitation to present a paper on the subject of the future of Matthean research. At the same time, lacking skills in predicting the future, I do not want to try to predict what will emerge as the trends of the future. Some current approaches are essential and will surely continue to generate interest in the future, such as observing narrative connections within Matthew’s work. This approach is particularly fruitful and one that our students can learn to master. Thus, for example, one may note the three approaches to the question of Jesus’ value at the beginning of the passion narrative, highlighting the woman who anointed him (vs. the male disciples; 26:6-16),2 and the women versus the guards as models for the witness of the church in the resurrection narrative (28:1-20).3 But such observations, though the most critical, are not novel.

Because I believe that others can chart future trends better than I, I will simply note two possible directions among others where further research can be done. Of these two, the first (rhetoric) includes two possible approaches. Application of principles from Greco-Roman handbooks is a fairly new approach, but I believe that it offers only limited promise; study of Jewish sage rhetoric, by contrast, may be an old approach, but with work offers renewed promise. The second major direction I would suggest as offering promise involves reading the Gospels’ healing and exorcism narratives from a different social location, namely that of cultures where such experiences are more widely considered than in the west. I believe that this approach may supply a variety of new insights over time.

I. Rhetoric and Matthew

All persuasion is, of course, rhetorical in a general sense, and one can use Greco-Roman rhetorical categories to classify or evaluate much persuasion. But not all texts seem equally well designed for such categories, as will be clear from critical patristic comments, offered after the rise of the Second Sophistic, about biblical rhetoric. Styles of Greco-Roman argumentation and many rhetorical devices pervaded public speech, whether in assemblies or on street corners, in hellenized and Romanized cities; they thus shaped the character of argumentation in such settings. Nevertheless, many areas also retained elements of indigenous cultures or traditional rhetorics, and we could expect a confluence of approaches, or even a dominance of traditional approaches, in these areas.
1. Greco-Roman rhetoric

While Matthew’s Gospel is clearly (in my opinion) Jewish, this conclusion need not entail the a priori irrelevance of Greco-Roman rhetoric. If Matthew writes among Jewish followers of Jesus in urban Syria, perhaps Antioch, he could write for a somewhat hellenized Jewish subculture; not only the Greek language in which he likely wrote but his adoption or adaptation of the Greek genre of biography, following Mark and probably other writers, allows for Greek influence. (It should go without saying that ancient biography is not identical to modern biography, although the latter ultimately developed from the former.) We have numerous examples of surviving biographies from within a few decades after the Gospels, and others much earlier.

Examining the literary techniques of rhetorically-trained writers of histories and biographies could therefore provide useful insights into Matthew’s own writing style, and I sought to provide numerous such comparisons in my commentary on Matthew. Most ancient biographies, like Matthew, tended to be arranged more topically than chronologically. Like the Gospels, biographers frequently sought to teach moral lessons from their stories; one might in a sense learn from great teachers of the past by proxy, as students of their recorded teachings. Theological perspectives, too, drove ancient works of these kinds. Some narrative techniques, like suspense, appear in a variety of ancient narrative genres.

These comparisons do not imply that we should think that Matthew had rhetorical training or necessarily even consciously imitated the elite biographers and historians whose works remain extant. They simply provide a concrete criterion for evaluation that is more culturally relevant than purely modern speculations about how ancients should have written. Thus one could compare with Greco-Roman rhetoric various examples in Matthew’s Gospel:

- After an introduction, speeches of praise could ideally address a person’s genealogy (cf. 1:2-16)
- Respectable ancestry was praiseworthy hence could be used in introducing a person’s life
- Birth was often the first subject in an encomium, though one would elaborate on only the most important points (cf. 1:18-25); after praising a king’s country and family, a rhetorician would turn to praising his birth
- Praising the virtue of Joseph and Mary fits ancient rhetorical emphasis on praiseworthy ancestry; “upbringing” was a conventional element in praising a person’s background
- 2:1-12 is comparable to rhetorical synkrisis, or comparison, of the new characters; although evident even in many OT narratives, rhetoricians made deliberate and considered use of this technique
- As Matt 6:1 offers a thesis illustrated by three examples (6:2-18), ancient rhetoricians often liked having three examples to support a rhetorical thesis (though skilled rhetoricians complained about those who always managed to fit everything into three points)
The threefold repetition of *sou*, “your,” at the end of successive clauses in 6:9-10 fits rhetorical antistrophe, or epiphora.

Witty repartee was a valued skill, and (as in the Gospels) could incur the enmity of the interlocutors at whose expense the wit succeeded.

In 12:43-45, Jesus essentially returns with interest his opponents’ demonization charge. Returning charges was conventional in forensic rhetoric.

Vice lists (15:19) are common among rhetoricians—though also in Jewish sources, among Stoics, and in other philosophers.

Rhetoricians could appreciate as rhetorical antithesis the contrast between the one exalting oneself being humbled and the one humbling oneself being exalted (23:12)—though the basic idea appears in Jewish sources before significant influence from Greco-Roman rhetorical forms.

“Never before” (24:21) was suitable evocative hyperbole, sometimes found in historians and speeches.

The repetition of “not pass away” in 24:35 appears comparable to rhetorical antistrophe.

Nevertheless, the heavy dominance of traditional materials in Matthew means that many of the forms we find there, such as story parables and Jesus’ sayings as a sage, do not fit ordinary rhetoric. Certainly forms found in Greco-Roman rhetoric can offer a context for the sorts of forms in which traditions were passed on, including, for example, the ways that narrators felt free to elaborate, expand and condense their materials. My point, however, is that Jesus’ speeches in Matthew do not resemble Greco-Roman speeches. Modern scholars may try to force them into rhetorical outlines, but a simple comparison with the Diaspora speeches in Acts will illustrate how poorly Matthew’s speeches fit this pattern. Paul’s letters abound with Greco-Roman rhetorical devices, but those we find in Jesus’ speech in Matthew also appear in traditional Jewish texts, with far fewer examples of distinctively Greek forms of argumentation.

I was asked to add an excursus on rhetoric to the re-release of my Matthew commentary. I came to this project after working through Acts and some of Paul’s letters in light of Greco-Roman rhetoric; while I found abundant connections with rhetoric in the works of Luke and Paul, I found the approach much less fruitful for Matthew. I do not by this observation mean to discourage scholars from pursuing what fruit they may find here; I only would urge caution informed by a wider range of comparisons than rhetorical handbooks or Gentile speeches would offer.

2. Jewish Sage Rhetoric

Examining Matthew’s Jewish context is hardly new, but in view of the current interest in rhetorical studies, placing the teachings of Matthew’s Jesus in the context of the teachings of Jewish sages’ rhetoric is a topic that might yield interesting fruit. Unfortunately, we lack Jewish rhetorical handbooks comparable to Greek and Roman ones; one is hard-pressed to locate even collections of Jewish speeches per se.
We do, however, have many collections of Palestinian Jewish teachings, from Proverbs to Sirach to the later rabbis. Scholars wishing to compile extensive observations about Jewish sages’ rhetorical techniques (at least some of which will be comparable to Greek and Roman analogues) may thus start there, providing a service to those who wish to use such observations. Even the earliest rabbinic literature is of course later than our period (just as Sirach is earlier), but where scholars may observe matters of continuity between Sirach and later rabbis, or even between Jesus (who did not significantly influence later rabbinic rhetoric) and the rabbis, we may infer some patterns of discourse that remained. Scholars are in an increasingly better position to identify the antiquity of some rabbinic traditions today through the continuing work of David Instone-Brewer, who is applying the most refined and developed form of Jacob Neusner’s approach to evaluate the development of rabbinic traditions. Rhetoric, of course, often reflects the period of redactors rather than traditions, so the issue of continuity with earlier sources is an important one.

Here I wish to merely list several examples to suggest ways that the examination of Jewish rhetoric may be helpful.

- Although beatitudes (e.g., 5:3-12) appear elsewhere in the Mediterranean world, they were more common in Jewish rhetoric, both in Scripture and subsequently.
- Jewish teachers regularly distinguished “light” and “heavy” commandments (Matt 23:23; cf. 5:19).
- Early Jewish rhetoric often includes phrases similar to, “You have heard it said,” often, “what was said” or “as it is said” (cf. 5:21, 27, 31, 33, 38, 43).
- Lust hyperbolically constituting adultery (Matt 5:28).
- The warning that it would be “measured” to one as one measured to others (Matt 7:2; Lk 6:38).
- Removing the beam from one’s eye before trying to remove the chip from another’s (Matt 7:3-5; Lk 6:41-42).
- The phrase, “to what shall I/we compare?” (Matt 11:16/Lk 7:31) was common in Jewish rhetoric, especially to introduce parables.
- The phrase, “So-and-so is like” (Matt 11:16; 13:24; 25:1; cf. also Mk 4:26, 31; 13:34; Lk 6:48-49) is common in Jewish rhetoric.
- Like many of Jesus’ parables in the Gospels, early Jewish parables usually have interpretations.
- More generally, proverbs and riddles continued among sages of Jesus’ day (although these are not uniquely Jewish or eastern).
- Jewish teachers typically employed the rhetorical techniques of hyperbole and rhetorical overstatement, though again these were by no means limited to them.
- Matthew’s periphrastic “kingdom of heaven” appears in some other early Jewish sources.
- The first half of the “Lord’s Prayer” closely echoes the Kaddish (as well as the language of other early Jewish prayers).
- “Mysteries of the kingdom” (13:11) may echo language from Dan 2:44-47.
- The Pharisees’ divorce question reflects a debate among Pharisaic schools from Jesus’ day (even more clearly in Matthew than in Mark).
- “Son of Man” (in all the Gospels) is a specifically Semitic construction.
• “moving mountains” may have been a Jewish metaphor for accomplishing what was difficult or virtually impossible (though rabbis, who preserve it, apply it especially to labor in Torah)

• Jewish teachers debated among themselves which commandment was the “greatest” (22:36)

• Jesus links the two “greatest” commandments on the basis of the common opening word we’ahava (“You shall love”); this reflects a common Jewish interpretive technique

• Later Babylonian Jewish teachers, not likely influenced by Jesus, could depict what was impossible or close to impossible as “an elephant passing through a needle’s eye”; in Palestine, where the largest animal was a camel, this expression seems more logical

• Current Pharisaic debates about purity with respect to the inside or outside of cups

One could go on at much greater length, but these examples should illustrate the particularly Jewish setting of Matthew’s tradition, and sometimes his redaction. After centuries of hellenization, even Palestinian Jewish works could reflect Greek influences; purely gentile Greek sources, however, do not reflect such Jewish motifs. Those attending to Matthew’s rhetoric, therefore, must look beyond Greco-Roman rhetorical handbooks to the rhetoric of Jewish sages. This rhetoric is not available in ancient handbooks, and interpreters must compile such works or immerse themselves in ancient Jewish sources.

II. Cross-Cultural Comparisons for Healings and Exorcisms

The extent to which scholars are interested in readings from various social locations differs according to the primary focus of the scholars. Even where a scholar’s interest is largely in reconstructing the most obvious readings of Matthew in its first-century context (as mine often is), readings from diverse social locations help identify blind spots and lacunae in our reasoning. Like reception history, readings from various social locations can raise issues that our own cultural assumptions tend to neglect. (Much of what follows here is taken from my forthcoming book on this global reading of miracle narratives.)

Although Matthew clearly applies Jesus’ healings in symbolic theological ways, and I as well as others recognize this symbolism, he does not downplay miracles as some scholars have argued. To strip expectations of special divine action from the miracle stories is likely to neglect one central element of the theology the first audiences would heard, preferring allegorization to understanding what the narratives meant in their earliest contexts. We do not play down the physical dimensions of healing claims with regard to shrines of Asclepius, for example; rather we recognize their propagandistic invitation to trust Asclepius for more healings. Is it not possible that the Gospel writers (perhaps some more than others) offered the same sort of invitation, given the emphasis on prayers in faith (e.g., Matt 7:7-11; 17:20; 21:21) and texts suggesting that Jesus modeled miracle-working for at least some members in his movement (9:35—10:1;
14:28-31)? We may illustrate this recognition by the characteristic interpretations of these narratives in sayings least shaped by western perspectives.

Some (including myself) have also examined some early Christian healing narratives in light of ancient views of sickness and medicine, though most commonly with respect to Luke-Acts. Although the audiences of the Gospels were undoubtedly not literate in ancient medical sources, reading these ancient sources can bring us closer to how first-century audiences understood many of these ailments and their symptoms, as opposed to the ways that we intuitively read these texts. More generally, however, the currently burgeoning field of medical anthropology can expand our cultural horizons in reading healing texts in the Gospels and Acts, as John Pilch and others have emphasized.

Some other disciplines have been more quick to appropriate the benefits of medical anthropology. Indeed, some physicians now partner with some “spiritual healers” due to the observed effectiveness of some of the latter, regardless of views of the causes. My use of examples here and below is not meant to pass judgment on the causes of such experiences, but simply to note that they are part of human experience in most cultures, as they appear to have been part of human experience in first-century Palestine. Readings that allow for this experience will be more sympathetic than those revolted by it.

1. Others’ cross-cultural readings

Culture affects how we read ancient miracle claims. Whereas western critics have sometimes explained away or neglected accounts of paranormal healings, most Christians in the Majority World, less shaped by the modern western tradition of the radical Enlightenment, find stories of miraculous phenomena far less objectionable. These other cultures offer a check on traditional western assumptions; as Lamin Sanneh, professor of missions and history at Yale Divinity School, points out, it is here that western culture “can encounter … the gospel as it is being embraced by societies that had not been shaped by the Enlightenment,” hence are closer to the milieu of earliest Christianity. Even various western scholars are increasingly challenging the hegemony of the traditional western approach of demythologizing, in light of the very different hermeneutical approach of African readers.

When Ramsay MacMullen compares with Christian claims in the Roman Empire the healings of Simon Kimbangu (1889-1951) from 1921 in the Belgian Congo, he warns against extrapolating from anthropological parallels. Nevertheless, he believes that Kimbangu’s “story might alert us to points in the evidence from antiquity which deserve special attention.” Kimbangu’s followers affirmed that he “raised the dead, caused the paralyzed to stand upright, gave sight to the blind, cleansed lepers, and healed all the sick in the name of the Lord Jesus.” (Not unlike Jesus, he also ran afoul of the colonial elite who were anxious about the political potential of prophetic movements.)

Rapidly expanding movements like Kimbangu’s (although the movement’s current form differs from its original impetus) and William Wadé Harris’s healing ministry
in West Africa (1913-1915) can be helpful in expanding the conceptual parameters of western readers unaccustomed to think in terms of such phenomena. Others have compared the documented curing successes of the “mad monk” Rasputin, which affected the course of Russian history and thus cannot be omitted from historical inquiry. Still others have compared Don Pedrito Jaramillo, a Mexican folk saint active from 1881 till 1907, who achieved more notoriety than other healers of his era. Other scholars have noted how quickly western commentators have tended to pass over early Christian signs claims, often in embarrassment. (Anthropologists reading the New Testament are not always so reticent.) One critic of this embarrassed silence in western New Testament scholarship has compared literature about shamans from around the world.

One need not look far for such claims; one could take for example the global Pentecostal and charismatic movement, which has achieved phenomenal growth in one century. Although some more conservative estimates may be closer to the mark, most observers today estimate at least half a billion Pentecostals and charismatic Christians in the world today. Emphasizing Pentecostalism’s growth in the Global South, where it is especially flourishing and culturally relevant, historian Robert Bruce Mullin observes that already by the end of the twentieth century there were “more Pentecostals worldwide” than mainline Protestants.

The Pew Forum conducted a 10-country survey of Pentecostals and charismatics and in October 2006 issued a 231-page report. In these ten countries alone, and for Pentecostals and charismatics in these countries alone, the estimated total of people claiming to have “witnessed divine healings” comes out to somewhere around 202,141,082, i.e., about 200 million. What may be more interesting in this survey, however, is the category of “other Christians,” with somewhere around 39% in these countries claiming to have “witnessed divine healings.” That is, over one-third of Christians worldwide who do not identify themselves as Pentecostal or charismatic claim to have “witnessed divine healings.” Nor are paranormal claims by any means restricted to Christian movements. Most nonwestern worldviews accept a variety of suprahuman phenomena. John Pilch suggests that ninety percent of the world today accepts both “ordinary reality and non-ordinary reality,” the latter including God and spirits.

Gerd Theissen and Annette Merz rightly warn that, against most twentieth-century academic expectations, many cultures today offer a range of miracle claims. Justo González complains that those scholars who deny that modern people believe in miracles work with an extremely culturally constricted understanding of the “modern world.” As the center of world Christianity has shifted to the global South, the dominant Christian perspectives in the world have shifted with it. Readings of Scripture in the global South often contrast starkly with modern western critics’ readings. These readings from other social locations often shock westerners not only because others believe the early Christian miracle narratives to be plausible; they astonish many westerners because these readers also often take these narratives as a model for ministry. Thus western scholar of global Christianity Philip Jenkins notes that in general Christianity in the global South is
quite interested in “the immediate workings of the supernatural, through prophecy, visions, ecstatic utterances, and healing.”

Such an approach, closer to the early Christian worldview than modern western culture is, appeals to many traditional nonwestern cultures. Hwa Yung, bishop of the Methodist church in Malaysia, notes that the charismatic character of most Majority World churches reflects not so much direct influence by Pentecostals or charismatics as simply the worldview of the majority of humanity. They have simply never embraced the western, mechanistic, naturalistic Enlightenment worldview that rejects the supernatural. African psychologist Regina Eya warns that all claims to paranormal healing are dismissed by many western scholars, the credible along with the spurious, because of the inappropriate application of traditional western scientific paradigms to matters for which they were not designed.

2. Examples from interviews in the Republic of Congo

I offer hundreds of examples of global healing claims from various sources in my forthcoming study on the subject, but here I will simply whet your appetite by noting some healing claims from within the family of my wife, a historian from Congo-Brazzaville, or among close friends of the family.

My father-in-law, Jacques Moussounga, a retired railroad worker and mainline Protestant deacon in Congo, shared with me that he had painful mouth abscesses for over 20 years. After he had joined a small prayer group in Brazzaville, the leader, Suzanne Makounou, dreamed that he was having terrible pain from mouth abscesses, and consequently reproved him for not having requested prayer. About a month and a half after she prayed for him, he noticed that the abscesses were gone, and they never returned. He and his wife, Antoinette Malombe, also shared with me how their baby daughter was dying of meningitis; Barthélémy Boubanga, a hospital administrator, warned that the baby would not live through that night. Papa Jacques prayed by the bed all night, and in the morning the French doctor and nurse who entered were surprised that the baby was recovering, attributing the recovery to God. The child, Gracia, is now in her 30s. My wife and others have told me how they recovered instantly from fevers or other conditions when Papa Jacques prayed for them.

While such recoveries will not surprise most western readers, other reports are more likely to shock us. For example, the family’s eldest daughter, Thérèse Magnouha, at the age of two, cried out that a snake had bitten her, when the father was away on business in another town. She stopped breathing, and no medical care was available anywhere nearby. My mother-in-law said that she strapped the child to her back and ran as best as she could to a nearby village to ask Coco ("Grandfather") Ngoma Moïse, an evangelist friend of theirs, to pray. When he prayed, the child began to breathe, and had recovered fully by the next day. When I asked how long the child was not breathing, Mme. Jacques (as my mother-in-law is locally known) calculated how long it would have taken her to reach Coco Moïse, and unpretentiously explained that it would have been about three hours. Thérèse recently finished her master’s degree at a seminary in Cameroon.
A close friend of the family, Jeanne Mabiala, a deacon in the same denomination, shared with me a number of stories, including three resuscitations of persons believed dead; in some cases I was able to talk with witnesses who corroborated these events. One of these cases involves a woman named Marie, from Passi-Passi, a village outside Dolisie. Marie was suffering from malaria and was severely anemic, and Mama Jeanne was told that she not eaten, drunk, or opened her eyes for three weeks. The family lacked money for the hospital yet brought her into Dolisie anyway, but at this time, she died, so far as all witnesses present believed. Having heard about the prayer meetings at Mama Jeanne’s home, they brought her there and laid her on a mat. As Mama Jeanne began to pray, Marie began to slowly stir, and within a short period of time was even able to walk; they got care for her illness in the hospital, where she recovered fully.

In the book I am writing, I am collecting many more claims (both from written sources and interviews) from various parts of the world. Whatever one makes of these claims (which is not the point here), they reflect a worldview quite different from, and more amenable to appreciating the wholistic, physical value of biblical miracle claims, than that of most western scholars. Reading Matthew’s miracle claims from a Majority World context offers an opportunity to hear these texts with greater sympathy, closer to the way the first audiences of the Gospels and Acts would have heard them.

3. Cross-cultural readings of possession accounts

An increasing number of scholars have used cross-cultural studies of possession and exorcism to place early Christian accounts in a broader context. One danger of this approach is that scholars could ignore significant differences among how various cultures conceptualize or classify the phenomena grouped together under these labels. A significant benefit, however, is that they take us beyond our modern western assumptions that obstruct us from sympathetically hearing the ancient texts we are studying.

Despite various interpretations assigned to it, no anthropologist today denies possession trances and the like. Possession experience is not limited to either the New Testament or the ancient eastern Mediterranean world. One specialist, Erika Bourguignon, has observed that spirit-possession beliefs are geographically and culturally pervasive, “As any reader of ethnographies knows.” After sampling 488 societies, she found spirit possession beliefs in 74% of them (i.e., 360 societies), with particularly high ranges in the islands of the Pacific (88%), and 77% around the Mediterranean. Among these, the forms of “possession” vary. Thus 16% percent of these 360 societies have possession trance only; 22% have other forms of possession; and 35% have both. The overall evidence suggests some sort of common experience in conjunction with more specific cultural patterning.

Transcultural elements in fact include a biological element that cannot be reduced to (though may be patterned according to) cultural models. Studies reveal “an altered neurophysiology” during many possession states. In a diverse sampling of societies, possession produces major personality changes, with notable, abrupt alterations in
“behavior, timbre and pitch of voice.” Thus Raymond Firth notes that field experience has confronted social anthropologists with dramatic changes of personality in men or women they were studying—startling yet evidently accustomed alterations of behaviour, with trembling, sweating, groaning, speaking with strange voices, assumption of a different identity, purporting to be a spirit not a human being, giving commands or foretelling the future in a new authoritative way. Sometimes it has been hard for the anthropologist to persuade himself that it is really the same person as before whom he is watching or confronting, so marked is the personality change.

Sometimes the possessed act like the spirits that are believed to possess them. Nevertheless, possession behavior often conforms to patterns particular to the cultures where it appears, and some possessed persons respond in stereotyped manners. Thus, for example, Somali possession cults do not emphasize different spirits with distinct behaviors (in contrast to related Sudanese cults); although the possessed dance, they speak little (in contrast to, say, Comoro island possession). In traditional Ghana, possession often begins with a stupor, then becomes frenzied; a spirit may possess an established diviner to provide information as to what deity is possessing another person. Among traditional Valley Korekore, mediums through whom spirits speak are fairly rare and typically must remain in the area belonging to the spirit possessing them; by contrast, possession more generally is common there, and cult groups dance it out. Reviewing such diversity of experience, Bourguignon remarks that despite transcultural constants stemming from “its psychobiological substrate,” possession behavior “is subject to learning and by this means, it is amenable to cultural patterning. As such, it takes on a striking variety of forms.”

Beyond psychosocial theories, diverse cultures offer a vast range of interpretations for possession trance. Societies diverge, for example, as to whether they prefer naturalistic or supernaturalistic explanations. (Not unexpectedly, naturalistic expectations predominate in the west, though they sometimes appear elsewhere.) The dominant supernaturalist or mystical explanations include soul absence or the presence of a spirit. Cultures vary as to whether they treat trance behavior as positive or negative; these and other interpretations influence how people in trance states behave.

One could explore these questions in substantially more detail, but I introduce them as one area where Gospels scholars have so far done only limited research, yet where I believe that further research could expand our culturally-conditioned range of interpretive options.

Conclusion

I have not tried to predict the future of Matthean studies or even to focus on what I believe are the most important trends. I have simply attempted to explore, albeit in...
merely a cursory and preliminary way, some interpretive approaches that may invite further academic interest today.

Regarding rhetoric, I suggested that the form of rhetoric we find in Greco-Roman handbooks, while worth exploring, will probably yield more limited benefits to Matthean studies than it has in Pauline or Lukan studies. The exception is comparison with rhetorical techniques in other ancient biographies, an area where much work remains to be done (in part because the biographic genre of Matthew has emerged as a dominant view only in recent decades). By contrast, further exploration of Jewish sage rhetoric, while already used in Matthean studies to some degree, is likely to bring us closer to Matthew’s picture of Jesus.

Regarding readings from various social locations, I believe that many Majority World readings of Matthew can help us to appreciate the very sorts of stories that seem most alien to us in the west: stories of paranormal healings and exorcisms of hostile spirits. While we are not obligated to embrace all alternative explanations of these passages, we are obligated to consider the stories these other readers offer and welcome their voices into the dialogue.
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